Safti-Seal Gasket Benefits

- Seat/Seal to Substrate "gasket" Protection
- **No** Adhesive, Cohesive, or Substrate Failure
- Level III Dynamic Cycle (seismic) Rated
- Seal Flanking Paths Around Assembly
- Dampened Sound & Vibration Transfer
- Exposed Head of Wall and Deflection Gaps
- Lifetime Seal - No Joint Material Fatigue

Reports (ASTM E90-09) Click Report Number

STC - **51**
Single Wall Unbalanced - **(TL 17-289)**

STC - **63**
Chase Wall Unbalanced - **(TL 17-293)**

STC - **64**
Flute Guard Perpendicular - **(TL 19-113)**

STC - **54**
Resilient Channel Assembly - **(TL 19-184)**

Safti-Seal Tested Wall Assemblies

- 1/2” to 3/4” Exposed Deflection Gaps
- 5/8” Type X Gypsum Sheathing
- 3 1/2” Fiberglass Insulation Cavity Fill

www.saftiseal.com